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Let’s begin with our first reading, taken from Deuteronomy. This is the last book in the Jewish 

Torah, or the last of the opening five books in the Old Testament, and our reading is just a few 

chapters away from the end of the book, which describes the death of Moses. We’re probably 

familiar with Moses and his celebrity, especially because of movies like The Ten 

Commandments, or the digitally animated The Prince of Egypt. Moses has a fascinating story, 

really from his birth and being drawn from the water by Pharaoh’s daughter. Moses is popular 

for many reasons, including delivering the Israelites out of Egypt of course, but if we had to pick 

the principal reason that makes Moses so special, it is because of the law. God gives The Law to 

Moses, and Moses then brings The Ten Commandments to the people. These laws are the basis 

of civilization for the Jewish people and a core part of our civilization today.  

Yet even with these laws coming directly from God, the Israelites are constantly going against 

God’s wishes, and disobeying God’s commands. God has already established a number of laws 

and commands described in the chapters before today’s reading.  From rules like what kinds of 

food to eat and which ones to avoid, to how to observe feasts, and how to approach worship, and 

so on. There are many, many different laws. 

The Israelites do a lot of complaining and disobeying on their way to the promised land. And just 

to be clear these rules aren’t just rules for the sake of making rules. Sometimes we can wrongly 

characterize God as someone overly concerned with laws – do this and that, but don’t do this and 

that other thing. Perhaps it might help to think of a parent with a young child – there are naturally 

things a child can be allowed to do, and things they can’t be allowed to do. You can play with 

this ball and that shiny toy, but don’t play with these matches or that knife. Now we all know 

why children shouldn’t play with matches or knives – it’s in their best interest, for their own 

safety and well-being. We don’t just tell these things to children to prevent them from having the 

kind of fun they want. They might really want to play with these things but there are other things 

which are safer to play with instead.  

When God establishes rules and laws, it isn’t to prevent the Israelites from having fun. These 

laws are meant to protect them, guide them, to have fun in the right way. To enjoy life with God 

and in community with each other. “See, I have set before you today life and prosperity, death 

and adversity.” There it is. Those are the options for the people. Life and prosperity, or death and 

adversity. It doesn’t seem like a difficult choice does it? And maybe making the choice is the 

easy part; it’s living with that choice, and what it requires that is difficult. But God says that, “If 

you obey the commandments of the Lord your God that I am commanding you today, by loving 
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the Lord your God, walking in his ways, and observing his commandments, decrees, and 

ordinances, then you shall live and become numerous, and the Lord your God will bless you in 

the land that you are entering to possess.” And God urges His people to choose life. “Choose life 

so that you and your descendants may live, loving the Lord your God, obeying him, and holding 

fast to him; for that means life to you and length of days, so that you may live in the land that the 

Lord swore to give to your ancestors, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob.” 

 

This isn’t an ultimatum. This isn’t a one-time offer. Throughout the turbulent time between 

Egypt and Canaan, the Israelites are constantly faced with these options. And time and time 

again, they choose one way and then the other. They receive God’s commands, but they also 

stray from them. They proclaim “Hear, O Israel! The LORD is our God, the LORD alone.” And 

before you know it, the Israelites are following other gods, or making idols.  

I think we can all admit that following God’s rules and commandments isn’t always an easy 

thing to do. Even if we want to choose the right thing, to choose life and prosperity so to speak, 

we still have a difficult time obeying God. The Israelites had difficulty way back in Moses’ time, 

and even by the time Jesus arrives the people are still having a tough time following the law.  

When we think about the law in Jesus’ time, we might think about some of the Pharisees who are 

so caught up in following rules and commandments that they have forgotten the reason behind 

having these laws in place. When we look at these rules, however, we can see that they are in 

place for the benefit of the community. I think we’re so used to looking at sin in individual terms 

that we forget about their communal aspect. The reinterpretation Jesus gives of the law 

highlights the impact of sins beyond one person. Not everything is just between you and God,  

Adultery, divorce, and making oaths all involve other people to some extent. The last time I 

checked, someone couldn’t commit adultery or get divorced by themself - there’s more than one 

person involved. And if someone is making an oath, then he or she is making it in the presence 

of others, or to others. Which reminds us that if someone commits these sins, there are 

consequences on the community as well. Breaking an oath might put others at risk. If a woman 

was caught committing adultery then she could be stoned – which would impact at least her 

husband, and any parents or children, or friends. 

Can you think of something that you did in the past, that you thought would only effect you but 

ended up having an impact on other people as well? I don’t know if I shared this story before, but 

when I was about 5 or 6 years old, I stole a troll from a store. I didn’t think this would affect 

anyone – it was just between me and my conscience, and God. But when my mother found out 

about it she was surprised, disappointed, and felt obligated to pay the store I stole it from. Now 

this story isn’t very dramatic or anything, but it goes to show how one’s sin can affect others, and 

the wider community. I’m sure we know of other stories when someone said something out of 

place and it caused a rift between them and others – perhaps at a family level, or at the church 

level, or in the neighbourhood.   



But even aside from “sin” however we might understand this, the point of our passages today is 

that your individual actions matter to the wider community; from the individuals sitting around 

you, to the people who know you go to church but don’t go to church themselves. What you do 

during the week reflects on, or gives witness, to your fellow parishioners and neighbours. Who 

you choose to be in the world is not only a revelation of yourself, but also reveals those with 

whom you are in relationship. When we start thinking and understanding that our actions not 

only reveal who we are, but also the communities of which we are a part, then we begin to feel 

the weight of what it means to be a member of this faith community—and we should.1  

 

So why are there so many rules? Well they help us live our lives in peace and harmony with God 

and with each other as a community.  

The laws are important not because they make us feel guilty, or because they’re a burden, but 

because they help us to get closer to God and build a stronger community.  

This is why it is so important to be reminded, and to remember, who God is - The LORD is our 

God, the LORD alone. We need to remember that God is God, and what God offers us is what is 

best for us.  

We can be tempted to follow other idols, more contemporary ones than the ancient Israelites. 

Even though we may proclaim and worship the one true God, our practices can suggest other 

loyalties. We make idols out of celebrities; we chase after new material goods; we spend hours 

of every day doing other things and struggle to find a few moments outside of Sunday for God. 

Even within the church, we may act as if church buildings, or particular rules and traditions are 

more important than the worship of God alone. These practices impact not only ourselves, but 

also our neighbours, and our communities. If we serve wealth instead of God, the poor suffer. If 

we serve consumption instead of God, the environment suffers. It must be God alone that guides 

us through daily life.2 

We are, in a sense, always confronted with the options of life and death. From the time of Adam 

and Eve, to the Israelites in the desert, to Jesus, to today. Do we follow God’s commands to love 

Him and to love each other? Or do we break these rules because of our own desires and idols 

competing with God for our attention and resources? It might seem like an exaggeration to say 

that your decisions and actions impact the people around you this morning/afternoon, and many 

other places as well, but think about it more closely.  

Your actions impact others, as insignificant as it might seem. In order to help us make the right 

choices, to guide us, God has given us laws and commandments so that we can follow the right 

path. But we need to be reminded constantly of the fact that God is God; when we recognize this, 

we can be renewed and strengthened each day to carry out His work in the world today. Yes 

we’ll falter, but the beauty of living in community, is that there are so many others to help you 

along the way. But let us not forget God’s teachings for us, that we may live in harmony with 
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Him and each other, while also remembering that our actions both the bad ones but more 

importantly the good ones, will inevitably impact others – including our church and our 

communities. As we move on after our AGM let us keep these words with us that they may 

guide us.  


